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V1  ZA Studynumber
   (appointed by ZA)

V2  HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CURRENT ECONOMIC SITUATION IN UKRAINE? (Circle a grade on the scale where 0 is very bad and 10 is very good)
   Missing Values: 99

   0    very bad
   1    1
   2    2
   3    3
   4    4
   5    5
   6    6
   7    7
   8    8
   9    9
   10   very good
   99 M NA

V3  WHAT ECONOMIC SITUATION IN THE COUNTRY WOULD YOU PREFER?
   Missing Values: 8; 9

   1    Low prices with a shortage of goods
   2    High prices with no shortages or queuing
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA

V4 WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATIONS IN UKRAINE?
   Missing Values: 8; 9

   1    Complete market transition is required
   2    Certain changes are necessary
   3    We should return our economy to pre-Perestroika conditions
   4    Other
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA

V5 WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE BUSINESS (ENTREPRENEURSHIP) IN UKRAINE?
   Missing Values: 8; 9

   1    Completely disapprove
   2    Disapprove more than approve
   4    Approve more than disapprove
   5    Completely approve
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA
V6 WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PRIVATIZATION OF Land?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1    Rather negative
3    Rather positive
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA

V7 WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PRIVATIZATION OF Large enterprisess?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1    Rather negative
3    Rather positive
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA

V8 WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PRIVATIZATION OF Small enterprisess?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1    Rather negative
3    Rather positive
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA

V9 IN YOUR OPINION, IS IT ACCEPTABLE TO ALLOW LAND TO BE BOUGHT AND SOLD?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1    Yes
2    No
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA

V10 WOULD YOU AGREE TO WORK FOR A PRIVATE COMPANY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1    No
2    Probably, no
4    Probably, yes
5    Yes
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA
V11 IN WHAT DIRECTION WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE UKRAINE DEVELOP (mark the most acceptable)?
Missing Values: 98; 99

1 Mainly to broaden ties within the CIS
2 Mainly to develop relations with Russia
3 First of all to strengthen the east-Slavic bloc (Ukraine, Russia, Belarus)
4 To create a Baltic-Black Sea Union
5 Mainly to establish ties with Western countries
6 Mainly to rely on our own resources to strengthen independ.
7 Different regions of Ukraine should choose their own direc.
8 Other
98 M DK / Difficult to say
99 M NA

V12 DO YOU THINK THAT PEOPLE CAN FREELY EXPRESS THEIR POLITICAL VIEWS IN UKRAINE TODAY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Yes
3 No
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V13 POLITICAL FORCES TODAY ARE PRESENTLY DIVIDED INTO THOSE WHICH WANT TO RETURN TO SOCIALISM AND THOSE WHICH WANT TO DEVELOP CAPITALISM. WHAT IS YOUR PERSONAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS SUCH FORCES?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 I support the proponents of socialism
2 I support the proponents of capitalism
3 I support both of them to avoid conflict
4 I support neither
5 Other
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V14 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Workers
Missing Values: 9

0 No
1 Yes
9 M NA
V15 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Peasants
   Missing Values: 9
       0  No
       1  Yes
       9 M NA

V16 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Intelligentsia
   Missing Values: 9
       0  No
       1  Yes
       9 M NA

V17 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Businessmen
   Missing Values: 9
       0  No
       1  Yes
       9 M NA

V18 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Managers of state enterprises
   Missing Values: 9
       0  No
       1  Yes
       9 M NA

V19 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Officials from the state apparatus, bureaucrats
   Missing Values: 9
       0  No
       1  Yes
       9 M NA

V20 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Pensioners
   Missing Values: 9
       0  No
       1  Yes
       9 M NA
V21 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Directors of collective farms
   Missing Values: 9
   0 No
   1 Yes
   9 M NA

V22 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Politicians-democrats
   Missing Values: 9
   0 No
   1 Yes
   9 M NA

V23 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Politicians-communists
   Missing Values: 9
   0 No
   1 Yes
   9 M NA

V24 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Politicians-nationalists
   Missing Values: 9
   0 No
   1 Yes
   9 M NA

V25 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Military men
   Missing Values: 9
   0 No
   1 Yes
   9 M NA
V26 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Militiamen, security officers
   Missing Values: 9
   0  No
   1  Yes
   9 M  NA

V27 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Mafia, criminal elements
   Missing Values: 9
   0  No
   1  Yes
   9 M  NA

V28 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Others
   Missing Values: 9
   0  No
   1  Yes
   9 M  NA

V29 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) No one plays any role
   Missing Values: 9
   0  No
   1  Yes
   9 M  NA

V30 IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF THESE SOCIAL GROUPS PLAY A POWERFUL ROLE IN SHAPING THE UKRAINIAN STATE? (mark all applicable answers) Difficult to answer
   Missing Values: 9
   0  No
   1  Yes
   9 M  NA
V31  How much trust do you have in FAMILY AND RELATIVES?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust  
2  Distrust more than trust  
4  Trust more than distrust  
5  Completely trust  
8 M  DK / Difficult to say  
9 M  NA

V32  How much trust do you have in YOURSELF?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust  
2  Distrust more than trust  
4  Trust more than distrust  
5  Completely trust  
8 M  DK / Difficult to say  
9 M  NA

V33  How much trust do you have in NEIGBORS?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust  
2  Distrust more than trust  
4  Trust more than distrust  
5  Completely trust  
8 M  DK / Difficult to say  
9 M  NA

V34  How much trust do you have in FELLOW CITIZENS?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust  
2  Distrust more than trust  
4  Trust more than distrust  
5  Completely trust  
8 M  DK / Difficult to say  
9 M  NA

V35       m18. How much trust do you have in GOD?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust  
2  Distrust more than trust  
4  Trust more than distrust  
5  Completely trust  
8 M  DK / Difficult to say  
9 M  NA
V36  How much trust do you have in COLLEGUES?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA

V37  How much trust do you have in CHURCH AND CLERGY?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA

V38  How much trust do you have in ASTROLOGERS?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA

V39  How much trust do you have in MASS MEDIA (TV, RADIO, NEWSPAPERS)?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA

V40  How much trust do you have in MILITIA?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA
V41  How much trust do you have in COMMUNIST PARTY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
  8 M  DK / Difficult to say
  9 M  NA

V42  How much trust do you have in POLITICAL PARTIES?
Missing Values: 8; 9

   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
  8 M  DK / Difficult to say
  9 M  NA

V43  How much trust do you have in RUKH?
Missing Values: 8; 9

   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
  8 M  DK / Difficult to say
  9 M  NA

V44  How much trust do you have in NATIONALISTS?
Missing Values: 8; 9

   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
  8 M  DK / Difficult to say
  9 M  NA

V45  How much trust do you have in VERKHOVNA RADA (PARLIAMENT)?
Missing Values: 8; 9

   1    Completely distrust
   2    Distrust more than trust
   4    Trust more than distrust
   5    Completely trust
  8 M  DK / Difficult to say
  9 M  NA
V46 How much trust do you have in ARMED FORCES?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust
2  Distrust more than trust
4  Trust more than distrust
5  Completely trust
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V47 How much trust do you have in GOVERNMENT?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust
2  Distrust more than trust
4  Trust more than distrust
5  Completely trust
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V48 How much trust do you have in PRESIDENT?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust
2  Distrust more than trust
4  Trust more than distrust
5  Completely trust
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V49 How much trust do you have in PRIVATE ENTREPRENEURS?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust
2  Distrust more than trust
4  Trust more than distrust
5  Completely trust
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V50 How much trust do you have in LARGE STATE ENTERPRISE MANAGERS?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust
2  Distrust more than trust
4  Trust more than distrust
5  Completely trust
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA
V51 How much trust do you have in TRADE UNIONS (TRADITIONAL)?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust
2  Distrust more than trust
4  Trust more than distrust
5  Completely trust
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA

V52 How much trust do you have in NEW TRADE UNIONS?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely distrust
2  Distrust more than trust
4  Trust more than distrust
5  Completely trust
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA

V53 OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Club
Missing Values: 9

1  Yes
2  No
9 M  NA

V54 OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Political party
Missing Values: 9

1  Yes
2  No
9 M  NA

V55 OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Public-political movement
Missing Values: 9

1  Yes
2  No
9 M  NA

V56 OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Ecological movement
Missing Values: 9

1  Yes
2  No
9 M  NA
V57  OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Public organization, foundation, association
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9     M  NA

V58  OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Professional union, association
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9     M  NA

V59  OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Artistic union
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9     M  NA

V60  OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Sports club, society
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9     M  NA

V61  OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Trade union (except traditional)
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9     M  NA

V62  OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER?
(mark all applicable answers) Student society, youth organization
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9     M  NA
V63 OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER? (mark all applicable answers) Religious organization, church community
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V64 OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER? (mark all applicable answers) Farmers' unions
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V65 OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER? (mark all applicable answers) Other organization, union, movement
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V66 OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITICICAL ORGANIZATION ARE YOU A MEMBER? (mark all applicable answers) I am not a member of any civic or political organization
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V67 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Morning exercises and sports
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V68 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Jogging, walking
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA
V69 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL
THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Swimming, exercises in a fitness club, sports complex
  Missing Values: 9
  1 Yes
  2 No
  9 M NA

V70 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL
THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Traveling to the countryside to relax
  Missing Values: 9
  1 Yes
  2 No
  9 M NA

V71 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL
THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Excursions
  Missing Values: 9
  1 Yes
  2 No
  9 M NA

V72 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL
THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Attending sports events (as a spectator)
  Missing Values: 9
  1 Yes
  2 No
  9 M NA

V73 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL
THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Movie-
going
  Missing Values: 9
  1 Yes
  2 No
  9 M NA
V74 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Attending theaters, concerts, museums, exhibitions
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M  NA

V75 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Visiting friends
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M  NA

V76 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Receiving guests in your home
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M  NA

V77 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Visiting a restaurant, cafe or beer hall
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M  NA

V78 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Writing letters
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M  NA
V79 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Holding down extra jobs, additional earnings
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M NA

V80 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Public work
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M NA

V81 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Spending time in a library
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M NA

V82 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Reading fiction
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M NA

V83 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Attending amateur clubs, courses
   Missing Values: 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   9 M NA
V84 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Artistic activity (composing music, writing, drawing/painting, playing a musical instrument)

Missing Values: 9

1   Yes
2   No
9 M  NA

V85 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Home crafts (sewing, knitting, wood or stone carving, other handicrafts)

Missing Values: 9

1   Yes
2   No
9 M  NA

V86 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Listening to music (records, CD, cassette tape, etc.)

Missing Values: 9

1   Yes
2   No
9 M  NA

V87 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Attending a service (at a church, synagogue, mosque, prayer house, etc.)

Missing Values: 9

1   Yes
2   No
9 M  NA

V88 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend) Spending time with children (lessons, games, walks)

Missing Values: 9

1   Yes
2   No
9 M  NA
V89 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Playing table games (chess, checkers, cards, dominoes, etc.)
  Missing Values: 9
  1    Yes
  2    No
  9 M  NA

V90 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Computer games
  Missing Values: 9
  1    Yes
  2    No
  9 M  NA

V91 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Shopping (excluding food stores)
  Missing Values: 9
  1    Yes
  2    No
  9 M  NA

V92 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Visiting a goods market as a seller
  Missing Values: 9
  1    Yes
  2    No
  9 M  NA

V93 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Visiting a goods market as a buyer
  Missing Values: 9
  1    Yes
  2    No
  9 M  NA
V94 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)

Watching TV
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9 M  NA

V95 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)

Listening to the radio
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9 M  NA

V96 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)

Reading newspapers
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9 M  NA

V97 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)
Plain rest without any activities
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9 M  NA

V98 THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES. PLEASE MARK ALL THOSE YOU DID AT LEAST ONCE IN THE PAST WEEK (including the weekend)

Other
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9 M  NA

V99 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read)

Rayon (district) newspapers
Missing Values: 9

1    Yes
2    No
9 M  NA
V100  WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) City, oblast (regional) newspapers
   Missing Values: 9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V101  WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Holos Ukrainy
   Missing Values: 9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V102  WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Nezavisimost
   Missing Values: 9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V103  WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Silski visti
   Missing Values: 9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V104  WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Slovo, Holos Natsiyi
   Missing Values: 9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V105  WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Pravda Ukrainy
   Missing Values: 9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V106 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Robitnycha Trybuna
   Missing Values: 9
   1    Yes
   2    No
   9 M NA

V107 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Literaturna Ukraina
   Missing Values: 9
   1    Yes
   2    No
   9 M NA

V108 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Nasha Respublika
   Missing Values: 9
   1    Yes
   2    No
   9 M NA

V109 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Kiyevskiye Vedomosti
   Missing Values: 9
   1    Yes
   2    No
   9 M NA

V110 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Demokratychna Ukraina
   Missing Values: 9
   1    Yes
   2    No
   9 M NA

V111 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Interesnaya Gazeta, Anekdot, Bulvar
   Missing Values: 9
   1    Yes
   2    No
   9 M NA
V112 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Uryadovy Kurier
   Missing Values: 9
     1  Yes
     2  No
     9 M  NA

V113 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Vseukrainskie Vedomosti
   Missing Values: 9
     1  Yes
     2  No
     9 M  NA

V114 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Zerkalo Nedeli
   Missing Values: 9
     1  Yes
     2  No
     9 M  NA

V115 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Den'
   Missing Values: 9
     1  Yes
     2  No
     9 M  NA

V116 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Fakty i Kommentarii
   Missing Values: 9
     1  Yes
     2  No
     9 M  NA

V117 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Other national publications
   Missing Values: 9
     1  Yes
     2  No
     9 M  NA
V118 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Trud, Rossiyskaya Gazeta
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V119 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Izvestiya, Komsomolskaya Pravda, Argumenty i Fakty
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V120 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Pravda, Sovietskaya Rossiya
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V121 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) Other Russian newspapers
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V122 WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU READ DURING THE LAST WEEK? (Please mark all that you have read) During the last week I read no newspapers
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Yes
   2 No
   9 M NA

V123 m39. TO WHAT EXTENT ARE YOU INTERESTED IN POLITICS?
   Missing Values: 9
   1 Totally disinterested
   2 Somewhat interested
   3 Very interested
   9 M NA
V124 ARE THERE POLITICAL LEADERS IN UKRAINE CAPABLE OF EFFECTIVELY MANAGING THE COUNTRY?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1   No
   3   Yes
   8 M  DK
   9 M  NA

V125 Do you agree with the idea that a few strong leaders could do more good for our country than all the laws and debates?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1   I disagree
   3   I agree
   8 M  DK
   9 M  NA

V126 In your opinion, does Ukraine need a multiparty system?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1   Yes
   2   No
   8 M  DK / Difficult to answer
   9 M  NA

V127 Are there currently political parties and movements in Ukraine that deserve power?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1   No
   3   Yes
   8 M  DK
   9 M  NA
V128 Within the political arena separate, more-or-less independent movements frequently develop. The following are several such movements. PLEASE CHOOSE THE ONE THAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU.

Missing Values: 98; 99

1  Communist
2  Socialist
3  Social-democratic
4  Nationalist
5  National-democratic
6  Liberal
7  Anarchist, anarcho-syndicalists
8  Religious (fundamentalists)
9  Christian democrats
10 Other
11 None at all
13 I do not understand any of these trends
98 M  DK / I have not yet decided
99 M  NA

V129 DID YOU PARTICIPATE IN VERKHOVNA RADA (PARLIAMENT) ELECTIONS (29 of March, 1998)?

Missing Values: 9

1  Yes
2  No
9 M  NA

V130 FOR WHAT POLITICAL PARTY OR BLOCK DID YOU VOTE?

Missing Values: 98; 99

1  Communist party of Ukraine
2  Peoples Rukh of Ukraine
3  Block of Socialist and Peasant parties of Ukraine
4  Green party of Ukraine
5  Peoples-Democratic party
6  All-Ukrainian union _Hromada_
7  Progressive socialist party of Ukraine
8  Social-Democratic party of Ukraine (united)
9  Agrarian party of Ukraine
10 Party _Reforms and Order_
11 Electoral block _Labour Ukraine_
12 Electoral block of parties _National Front_
13 Other
14 I voted against all
16 I didnt participate in voting
98 M  DK / I dont remember for whom I voted
99 M  NA
V131 Communist Party of Ukraine (P.Symonenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 positively
2 negatively
8 M DK / difficult to answer
9 M NA

V132 Socialist Party of Ukraine (A.Moroz) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 positively
2 negatively
8 M DK / difficult to answer
9 M NA

V133 Progressive Socialist Party of Ukraine (N.Vitrenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 positively
2 negatively
8 M DK / difficult to answer
9 M NA

V134 Peasant's Party of Ukraine (A.Tkachenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 positively
2 negatively
8 M DK / difficult to answer
9 M NA

V135 People's Rukh of Ukraine (G.Udovenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 positively
2 negatively
8 M DK / difficult to answer
9 M NA
V136 People's Rukh of Ukraine (Yu.Kostenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
  Missing Values: 8; 9
  1 positively
  2 negatively
  8 M DK / difficult to answer
  9 M NA

V137 People's-Democratic Party (V.Pustovoytenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
  Missing Values: 8; 9
  1 positively
  2 negatively
  8 M DK / difficult to answer
  9 M NA

V138 Social-Democratic Party (united) (V.Medvedchuk) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
  Missing Values: 8; 9
  1 positively
  2 negatively
  8 M DK / difficult to answer
  9 M NA

V139 Green Party of Ukraine (V.Kononov) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
  Missing Values: 8; 9
  1 positively
  2 negatively
  8 M DK / difficult to answer
  9 M NA

V140 Party 'Reforms and Order' (V.Pynzenyk) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
  Missing Values: 8; 9
  1 positively
  2 negatively
  8 M DK / difficult to answer
  9 M NA
V141 All-Ukrainian union 'Hromada' (P.Lazarenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE ACTIVITY OF THIS PARTY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 positively  
2 negatively  
8 M DK / difficult to answer  
9 M NA  

V142 WOULD YOU SAY THAT THE DEPUTY ELECTED IN YOUR DISTRICT IS CAPABLE OF REFLECTING YOUR INTERESTS IN PARLIAMENT?
Missing Values: 9

1 Yes  
2 I am not sure  
3 No  
4 I do not know who my deputy is  
5 No deputy was elected in our district  
9 M NA  

V143 Did you vote on the election of the President in 1994?  
Missing Values: 9

1 yes  
2 no  
3 don’t remember  
9 M NA  

V144 Remember please, for whom did you vote?
Missing Values: 9

1 for L.Kuchma  
2 for another candidate  
3 I don’t remember  

V145 WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PRESIDENT L.KUCHMA ACTIONS?  
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 quite positive  
2 somewhat positive  
4 somewhat negative  
5 quite negative  
8 M DK / difficult to answer  
9 M NA  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Missing Values</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V146</td>
<td><strong>IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOULD BE THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENT IN UKRAINE?</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The President should head the government and assume all responsibility for domestic and foreign policy (like in the United States)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 M NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V147</td>
<td><strong>IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOULD BE THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENT IN UKRAINE?</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The President should share power with the Prime Minister, who is approved by the Parliament (like in France)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 M NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V148</td>
<td><strong>IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOULD BE THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENT IN UKRAINE?</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The President should only be the head of state, a &quot;national symbol,&quot; without the sort of powers vested in the Prime Minister elected by the Parliament (like in Italy and in Germany)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 M NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V149</td>
<td><strong>IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOULD BE THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENT IN UKRAINE?</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The position of President is not required for Ukraine</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 M NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V150</td>
<td><strong>IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOULD BE THE ROLE OF THE PRESIDENT IN UKRAINE?</strong></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult to answer</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9 M NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V151 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOULD BE THE FIRST PRIORITY IN THE POLICIES OF THE PRESIDENT OF UKRAINE?

Missing Values: 8; 9

1. He should be a consistent democrat and pursue market reforms
2. He should adhere to policies of social justice and absolute equality
3. His views are irrelevant as it is more important that he be a strong, outstanding personality

8 M DK / Difficult to answer
9 M NA

V152 How would you evaluate activity of L. Kuchma as the President of Ukraine?

Missing Values: 99

1. lowest
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7
8. 8
9. 9
10. highest
99 M NA

V153 How would you evaluate activity of B. Yeltsin as the President of Russia?

Missing Values: 99

1. lowest
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7
8. 8
9. 9
10. highest
99 M NA
V154  How would you evaluate activity of A.Lukashenko as the President of Belorus?
Missing Values: 99

1 lowest
2  2
3  3
4  4
5  5
6  6
7  7
8  8
9  9
10 highest
99 M NA

V155  How would you evaluate activity of W.Klinton as the President of USA?
Missing Values: 99

1 lowest
2  2
3  3
4  4
5  5
6  6
7  7
8  8
9  9
10 highest
99 M NA

V156  In case election of the President will be next weekend, for whom you will vote?
Missing Values: 99

1  N.Vitrenko
2  Yu.Kostenko
3  L.Kuchma
4  E.Marchuk
5  A.Moroz
6  P.Symonenko
7  A.Tkachenko
8  G.Udovenko
9  another candidate
10 I will vote against all
11 I will not vote
99 M NA
V157  Is this your final decision?
     Missing Values: 9
     1  I will not change my decision
     2  I am rather sure in this decision, but I can change it
     3  I am not sure in this decision, this decision is occasional
     4  I will not vote
     9 M NA

V158  For whom you will never vote? N.Vitrenko
     Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M NA

V159  For whom you will never vote? Yu. Kostenko
     Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M NA

V160  For whom you will never vote? L.Kuchma
     Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M NA

V161  For whom you will never vote? E.Marchuk
     Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M NA

V162  For whom you will never vote? A.Moroz
     Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M NA
V163  For whom you will never vote? P.Symonenko
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V164  For whom you will never vote? A.Tkachenko
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V165  For whom you will never vote? G.Udovenko
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V166  For whom you will never vote? difficult to answer
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V167  Look, please on this list of names. Who has the best chance to be elected as the President of Ukraine?
Missing Values: 98; 99

1  N.Vitrenko
2  Yu. Kostenko
3  L.Kuchma
4  E.Marchuk
5  A.Moroz
6  P.Symonenko
7  A.Tkachenko
8  G.Udovenko
98 M  DK / difficult to answer
99 M  NA
V168  In case two candidates will be in the ballot on the second round, for whom will you vote?
    Missing Values: 9
    1  L.Kuchma
    2  A.Moroz
    9  M  NA

V169  In case two candidates will be in the ballot on the second round, for whom will you vote?
    Missing Values: 9
    1  L.Kuchma
    2  P.Symonenko
    9  M  NA

V170  In case two candidates will be in the ballot on the second round, for whom will you vote?
    Missing Values: 9
    1  L.Kuchma
    2  N.Vitrenko
    9  M  NA

V171  In case two candidates will be in the ballot on the second round, for whom will you vote?
    Missing Values: 9
    1  L.Kuchma
    2  A.Tkachenko
    9  M  NA

V172  In case two candidates will be in the ballot on the second round, for whom will you vote?
    Missing Values: 9
    1  A.Tkachenko
    2  N.Vitrenko
    9  M  NA

V173  In case two candidates will be in the ballot on the second round, for whom will you vote?
    Missing Values: 9
    1  N.Vitrenko
    2  A.Moroz
    9  M  NA
V174 HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE IN GENERAL THE POLITICAL SITUATION IN UKRAINE?
Missing Values: 8; 9
1 quite good
2 quiet
3 tensive
4 critical, highly explosive
8 M DK / difficult to answer
9 M NA

V175 HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE IN GENERAL THE POLITICAL SITUATION IN RUSSIA?
Missing Values: 8; 9
1 quite good
2 quiet
3 tensive
4 critical, highly explosive
8 M DK / difficult to answer
9 M NA

V176 WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD THE IDEA IF UKRAINE JOIN THE UNION OF RUSSIA AND BELORUS?
Missing Values: 8; 9
1 negative
2 somewhat negative
4 somewhat positive
5 positive
8 M DK / difficult to say
9 M NA

V177 DO YOU THINK THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE SHOULD BE AN OFFICIAL LANGUAGE OF UKRAINE?
Missing Values: 8; 9
1 yes
2 no
8 M DK / difficult to answer
9 M NA
V178 ARE YOU GENERALLY SATISFIED WITH YOUR PRESENT POSITION IN SOCIETY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Somewhat dissatisfied
3 Somewhat satisfied
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V179 HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH WHAT YOU RECEIVE FROM SOCIETY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Somewhat dissatisfied
3 Somewhat satisfied
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V180 HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIETY?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Somewhat dissatisfied
3 Somewhat satisfied
8 M DK / Difficult to say
9 M NA

V181 IN YOUR OPINION, ON WHAT DOES YOUR LIFE PREDOMINANTLY DEPEND?
Missing Values: 9

1 It mostly depends upon external circumstances
2 To some extent upon me but mainly upon external circumstances
3 Equally upon me and upon external circumstances
4 More upon me than upon external circumstances
5 It depends predominantly upon me
9 M NA

V182 ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR LIFE IN GENERAL?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Absolutely dissatisfied
2 Somewhat dissatisfied
4 Somewhat satisfied
5 Absolutely satisfied
8 M DK / Difficult to answer
9 M NA
V183 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? increasing of criminality
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V184 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? unemployment
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V185 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? attack of the external enemy
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V186 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? interethnic conflicts
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V187 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? stop of the production because of strikes
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V188 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? returning to the old order
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA
V189 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? starvation
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V190 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? mass street disorders
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V191 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? rise in prices
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V192 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? dictatorship of the democrats who have come to authority
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V193 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? Disintegration of Ukraine on the separate states
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V194 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? Consequences of accident on the Chernobyl atomic power station
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA
V195 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? Cold in apartments
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V196 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? something else? ____
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V197 IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEOPLE NOW ARE AFRAID OF THE MOST OF ALL? they are afraid of nothing seriously
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V198 HOW YOU CONSIDER, WHAT FROM THE STATEMENTS GIVEN BELOW MORE CORRESPONDS TO THE CURRENT SITUATION?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1 it’s not so bad and it’s possible to live
   2 it’s hard to live but it’s possible to bear
   3 it’s impossible to bear our distress
   8 M DK / difficult to say
   9 M NA

V199 HOW YOU CONSIDER, WITHIN THE NEAREST YEAR OUR LIFE MORE OR LESS WILL BE ADJUSTED, OR ANY IMPROVEMENT WILL NOT TAKE PLACE?
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1 more or less will be adjusted
   2 any improvement will not take place
   8 M DK / difficult to answer
   9 M NA
V200 WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ABOUT YOUR MOOD LAST DAYS?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  excellent mood
2  normal state
3  I feel tension, irritation
4  I feel fear, depression
8 M  DK / difficult to answer
9 M  NA

V201 Imagine a staircase with people on it. Those in the lowest social position are at the bottom of the staircase, and those in the highest social position are at the top of the staircase. ON WHICH STAIR WOULD YOU PLACE YOURSELF?
Missing Values: 9

1  1
2  2
3  3
4  4
5  5
6  6
7  7
9 M  NA

V202 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to live in new social conditions
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V203 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Good health
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA
V204 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Good work
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V205 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Necessary clothing
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V206 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Good housing
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V207 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Contemporary economic knowledge
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V208 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Confidence in my own abilities
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA
V209 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Necessary medical assistance
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Not sufficient
3 Sufficient
4 Not of interest
8 M DK / Difficult to determine
9 M NA

V210 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Fashionable, beautiful clothing
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Not sufficient
3 Sufficient
4 Not of interest
8 M DK / Difficult to determine
9 M NA

V211 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Basic furniture
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Not sufficient
3 Sufficient
4 Not of interest
8 M DK / Difficult to determine
9 M NA

V212 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Contemporary political knowledge
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Not sufficient
3 Sufficient
4 Not of interest
8 M DK / Difficult to determine
9 M NA

V213 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Resolve in pursuing my goals
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 Not sufficient
3 Sufficient
4 Not of interest
8 M DK / Difficult to determine
9 M NA
V214  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Legal protection for defending my
rights and interests

Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V215  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to have an adequate vacation

Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V216  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to have a second, unofficial job

Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V217  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to buy the most necessary products

Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V218  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Initiative and independence in solving daily problems

Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA
V219  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Adequate leisure time
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V220  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Opportunity to work to full potential
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V221  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Opportunity to eat according to my tastes
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V222  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Protection from crime
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA

V223  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Leaders fit to lead the country
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not sufficient
3  Sufficient
4  Not of interest
8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
9 M  NA
V224 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to draw on own national culture
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1  Not sufficient
   3  Sufficient
   4  Not of interest
   8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M  NA

V225 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Kind and sympathetic attitude to surrounding people
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1  Not sufficient
   3  Sufficient
   4  Not of interest
   8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M  NA

V226 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Fair evaluation of people's merit before the court
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1  Not sufficient
   3  Sufficient
   4  Not of interest
   8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M  NA

V227 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ecological security
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1  Not sufficient
   3  Sufficient
   4  Not of interest
   8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M  NA

V228 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Observance of human rights
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1  Not sufficient
   3  Sufficient
   4  Not of interest
   8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M  NA
V229  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Confidence that there will not be inter-ethnic conflicts
  Missing Values: 8; 9

  1  Not sufficient
  3  Sufficient
  4  Not of interest
  8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
  9 M  NA

V230  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Genuine friends
  Missing Values: 8; 9

  1  Not sufficient
  3  Sufficient
  4  Not of interest
  8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
  9 M  NA

V231  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Education
  Missing Values: 8; 9

  1  Not sufficient
  3  Sufficient
  4  Not of interest
  8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
  9 M  NA

V232  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Norms and values to unite people in country and society
  Missing Values: 8; 9

  1  Not sufficient
  3  Sufficient
  4  Not of interest
  8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
  9 M  NA

V233  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Political freedoms (of speech, conscience, movement, etc.)
  Missing Values: 8; 9

  1  Not sufficient
  3  Sufficient
  4  Not of interest
  8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
  9 M  NA
V234  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Knowledge of the Ukrainian language
    Missing Values: 8; 9
    1  Not sufficient
    3  Sufficient
    4  Not of interest
    8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
    9 M  NA

V235  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Happiness in family life
    Missing Values: 8; 9
    1  Not sufficient
    3  Sufficient
    4  Not of interest
    8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
    9 M  NA

V236  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Automobile
    Missing Values: 8; 9
    1  Not sufficient
    3  Sufficient
    4  Not of interest
    8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
    9 M  NA

V237  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Contemporary scientific-technical
    knowledge
    Missing Values: 8; 9
    1  Not sufficient
    3  Sufficient
    4  Not of interest
    8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
    9 M  NA

V238  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Stability in country and society
    Missing Values: 8; 9
    1  Not sufficient
    3  Sufficient
    4  Not of interest
    8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
    9 M  NA
V239 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY State protection from reduction in standard of living
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1 Not sufficient
   3 Sufficient
   4 Not of interest
   8 M DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M NA

V240 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Political ideals that merit support
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1 Not sufficient
   3 Sufficient
   4 Not of interest
   8 M DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M NA

V241 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Mutual understanding between people of different nationalities
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1 Not sufficient
   3 Sufficient
   4 Not of interest
   8 M DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M NA

V242 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Loved ones
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1 Not sufficient
   3 Sufficient
   4 Not of interest
   8 M DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M NA

V243 DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Garden plot
   Missing Values: 8; 9
   1 Not sufficient
   3 Sufficient
   4 Not of interest
   8 M DK / Difficult to determine
   9 M NA
V244  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Information about changes taking place in society
    Missing Values: 8; 9

    1  Not sufficient
    3  Sufficient
    4  Not of interest
    8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
    9 M  NA

V245  DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Confidence that situation in country will improve
    Missing Values: 8; 9

    1  Not sufficient
    3  Sufficient
    4  Not of interest
    8 M  DK / Difficult to determine
    9 M  NA

V246  WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT YOUR GENERAL HEALTH CONDITION?
    Missing Values: 9

    1  very bad
    2  poor
    3  fair
    4  good
    5  excellent
    9 M  NA

V247  DO YOU SUFFER FROM ANY CHRONIC ILLNESSES?
    Missing Values: 9

    1  No
    2  Yes, from one
    3  Yes, from several
    9 M  NA

V248  HOW MANY TIMES IN THE LAST YEAR DID YOU CATCH A COLD OR THE FLU?
    Missing Values: 9

    1  Not once
    2  Once
    3  2-3 times
    4  4 times or more
    9 M  NA
V249 HOW MANY DAYS (APPROXIMATELY) IN THE LAST YEAR WERE YOU SO SICK THAT YOU HAD NO CHOICE BUT TO TAKE SICK LEAVE AND/OR STAY IN BED? (Put 0 for none)
   Missing Values: 999

999 M NA

V250 PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Serious illness or operation
   Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA

V251 PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Serious illness of a close relative
   Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA

V252 PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? A suicidal state
   Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA

V253 PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Loss of job, forced unemployment
   Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA
V254  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Suffered from some crime (theft, burglary, assault, swindling, etc.)
   Missing Values: 9
   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA

V255  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Severe financial difficulties
   Missing Values: 9
   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA

V256  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Felt helpless before the power of authorities
   Missing Values: 9
   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA

V257  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Loss of large sum of money through failed business
   Missing Values: 9
   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA

V258  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Required help of the court, judge's office, lawyer
   Missing Values: 9
   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA
V259  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Loss of social optimism, that is, the belief that the situation of the country would improve for the better
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V260  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Disappointment in people, encountering some mean behaviour and betrayal
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V261  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Loss of belief in my own power, no wish to do anything
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V262  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Serious conflicts with my surroundings
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V263  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? Other stressful situations
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA
V264 PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE STRESSFUL SITUATIONS LISTED BELOW YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED DURING THE LAST YEAR? I experienced no serious stresses in the last year
   Missing Values: 9

   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V265 IN YOUR OPINION, DID THE CONSEQUENCES OF CHORNOBYL AFFECT YOUR HEALTH?
   Missing Values: 8; 9

   1 It is the main cause of my worsening health
   2 It is an important factor, but no more than other environm
   3 Other environmental factors have a greater influence on m
   8 M DK / Difficult to answer
   9 M NA

V266 TO WHAT EXTENT ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU RESIDE?
   Missing Values: 8; 9

   1 Completely dissatisfied
   2 Somewhat dissatisfied
   4 Somewhat satisfied
   5 Completely satisfied
   8 M DK / Difficult to say
   9 M NA

V267 DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE RELATIVES LIVING OUTSIDE OF UKRAINE? No
   Missing Values: 9

   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V268 DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE RELATIVES LIVING OUTSIDE OF UKRAINE? Yes, outside the former Soviet Union
   Missing Values: 9

   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA
V269 DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE RELATIVES LIVING OUTSIDE OF UKRAINE?  
Yes, in Russia  
Missing Values: 9

0 no  
1 yes  
9 M NA

V270 DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE RELATIVES LIVING OUTSIDE OF UKRAINE?  
Yes, in another republics of the former Soviet Union  
Missing Values: 9

0 no  
1 yes  
9 M NA

V271 WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE?  
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 No  
3 Yes  
8 M DK / Difficult to say  
9 M NA

V272 WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Environmental conditions harmful to my health  
Missing Values: 9

0 no  
1 yes  
9 M NA

V273 WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Desire to find a new job  
Missing Values: 9

0 no  
1 yes  
9 M NA
V274 WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? In connection with training or education
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V275 WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Desire to move closer to my relatives or friends
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V276 WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Desire to return to my homeland, where I was raised and educated
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V277 WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Desire to change climate
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA

V278 WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Fear of ethnic conflicts
   Missing Values: 9
   0 no
   1 yes
   9 M NA
V279  WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Simply want to change place of residence  
   Missing Values: 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 M</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V280  WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Because of language obstacles  
   Missing Values: 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 M</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V281  WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? Other causes  
   Missing Values: 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 M</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V282  WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CURRENTLY RESIDE? I do not wish to leave the place where I currently reside  
   Missing Values: 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 M</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V283  IF YOU DECIDE TO LEAVE YOUR CURRENT PLACE OF RESIDENCE WHERE WOULD YOU GO?  
   Missing Values: 8; 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Another location in Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Another republic of the former Soviet Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Beyond the borders of the former Soviet Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I would never leave my home city (village)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 M</td>
<td>I do not know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 M</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V284  ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR LIVING CONDITIONS?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely dissatisfied
2  Mostly dissatisfied
4  Mostly satisfied
5  Completely satisfied
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA

V285  WHAT ARE YOUR FAMILY'S LIVING CONDITIONS?
Missing Values: 99

1  Separate state apartment
2  Privatized apartment
3  State house (or part of one)
4  Private house (or part of one)
5  Room(s) in a communal flat
6  Apartment provided by your organization for the term of your service
7  Bed in dormitory
8  No permanent residence (rent an apartment, room or part of a room)
9  Other
99 M  NA

V286  HOW MANY ROOMS YOUR FAMILY HAS?
Missing Values: 99

1  1
2  2
3  3
4  4
5  5
6  6
7  7
8  8
9  9
10  10
11  11
12  12
13  13
14  14
15  15 and more
99 M  NA
### V287 HOW MANY MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY (including yourself) LIVE TOGETHER IN ONE APARTMENT WITH YOU?

Missing Values: 99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 and more</td>
<td>15 and more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99 M</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V288 HOW MANY PEOPLE (including yourself) LIVE TOGETHER IN ONE ROOM WITH YOU

Missing Values: 99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15 and more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99 M</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V289  DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APARTMENT (HOUSE)... ? Cold water
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V290  DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APARTMENT (HOUSE)... ? Hot water (gas hot water heater)
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V291  DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APARTMENT (HOUSE)... ? Plumbing (toilet)
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V292  DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APARTMENT (HOUSE)... ? Central heating
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V293  DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APARTMENT (HOUSE)... ? Phone
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V294  DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APARTMENT (HOUSE)... ? Gas or electric stove
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA
V295  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Summer home
   Missing Values: 9
     0    no
     1    yes
     9 M  NA

V296  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Orchard or garden plot
   Missing Values: 9
     0    no
     1    yes
     9 M  NA

V297  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Automobile
   Missing Values: 9
     0    no
     1    yes
     9 M  NA

V298  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Colour television
   Missing Values: 9
     0    no
     1    yes
     9 M  NA

V299  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? New (or fashionable, quality)
   Missing Values: 9
     0    no
     1    yes
     9 M  NA

V300  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Library (over 100 books)
   Missing Values: 9
     0    no
     1    yes
     9 M  NA
V301  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Stereo and video equipment

Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA

V302  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Tape recorder, transistor radio, record player

Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA

V303  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Sporting, tourist, hunting and/or fishing equipment

Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA

V304  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Refrigerator

Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA

V305  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Washing machine

Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA

V306  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED BY YOUR FAMILY? Sewing machine

Missing Values: 9

0 no
1 yes
9 M NA
V307  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED
BY YOUR FAMILY? Fashionable (expensive) clothing
   Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M  NA

V308  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED
BY YOUR FAMILY? Profit from participation in business activities
   Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M  NA

V309  PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF THE THINGS LISTED BELOW ARE OWNED
BY YOUR FAMILY? Securities (shares in enterprises, banks, stock exchange)
   Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M  NA

V310  DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? Hens
   Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M  NA

V311  DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? Geese, ducks, turkeys
   Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M  NA

V312  DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? Fur animals (rabbit, mink etc.)
   Missing Values: 9
     0  no
     1  yes
     9 M  NA
V313 DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? Goats
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M NA

V314 DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? Sheep
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M NA

V315 DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? Pigs
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M NA

V316 DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? Cows
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M NA

V317 DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? Horses
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M NA

V318 DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUNTRY (SECONDARY) HOUSE? I do not have a country (secondary) house
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M NA
V319 HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE MATERIAL LEVEL OF YOUR FAMILY’S LIFE? (Select a grade on the scale where 0 is very low and 10 is very high)
Missing Values: 99

0 0 (very low)
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9
10 10 (very high)
99 M NA

V320 IF YOU HAVE A SECOND (PRIVATE) INCOME, IS IT USUALLY MORE OR LESS THAN YOUR MONTHLY SALARY (PENSION, STIPEND)?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1 I have only a fixed salary (pension, stipend)
2 My private income is less
3 My private income is about the same
4 My private income is more
5 I have no salary, only private income
6 I receive neither income nor salary (I am a dependent)
8 M DK / Difficult to answer
9 M NA

V321 TO WHICH INCOME GROUP DO YOU THINK YOU BELONG?
Missing Values: 9

1 High-income
2 Middle-income
3 Low-income
9 M NA

V322 WHAT WAS YOUR SALARY (STIPEND, PENSION) LAST MONTH? (Ukrainian hryvnas)
Missing Values: 9999

9999 M NA
V323 WHETHER YOU HAVE RECEIVED WAGES (STIPEND, PENSION) FOR the
LAST MONTH (April)? IF "YES", IN FULL OR IN PART?

Missing Values: 0; 9

0 M  not applicable (I don’t work, don’t study, don’t receive pension
1  I have received nothing for April
2  yes, I have received in part
3  yes, I have received in full
9 M  NA

V324 IS THERE SOME ARREAR OF SALARY, STIPEND OR PENSION?

Missing Values: 9

1  no, because I don’t work, don’t study, don’t receive pension
2  no, I have received all that is necessary to me
3  yes, there is some arrear
9 M  NA

V325 There is arrear for … monthes

Missing Values: 99

99 M  NA

V326 HOW DO YOU THINK, WHO SHOULD BEAR THE BASIC RESPONSIBILITY
FOR DELAYED PAYMENTS OF WAGES? (mark only one, main from your point of
view, variant of the answer)

Missing Values: 8; 9

1  the director
2  local authority
3  government
4  President
5  other
6  nobody, there are objective difficulties
8 M  DK / difficult to answer
9 M  NA

V327 WHAT WAS THE AVERAGE INCOME (PER PERSON) IN YOUR FAMILY
LAST MONTH (Please add up your family's wages (prior to deductions), pensions, stipends
and other pecuniary incomes of all family members and divide by the number of family
members, including

Missing Values: 99999

99999 M  NA
V328 HOW DO YOU THINK, WHAT MONTHLY INCOME (PER PERSON) PROVIDES THE LIVING WAGE NOW?
   Missing Values: 9999

   9999 M NA

V329 WHAT MONTHLY INCOME (PER PERSON) CAN PROVIDE NORMAL LIFE FOR YOUR FAMILY?
   Missing Values: 9999

   9999 M NA

V330 HOW DO YOU THINK, AT WHAT MONTHLY AVERAGE INCOME (PER PERSON) THE FAMILY CAN BE COUNTED AS POOR?
   Missing Values: 9999

   9999 M NA

V331 HOW DO YOU THINK, AT WHAT MONTHLY AVERAGE INCOME (PER PERSON) THE FAMILY CAN BE COUNTED AS RICH?
   Missing Values: 9999999

   9999999 M NA

V332 Material conditions of family (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
   Missing Values: 9

   1  Significantly worse
   2  Somewhat worse
   3  No change
   4  Somewhat improved
   5  Significantly improved
   9 M NA

V333 Medical services (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
   Missing Values: 9

   1  Significantly worse
   2  Somewhat worse
   3  No change
   4  Somewhat improved
   5  Significantly improved
   9 M NA
V334 Vacation conditions (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
   Missing Values: 9
   1  Significantly worse
   2  Somewhat worse
   3  No change
   4  Somewhat improved
   5  Significantly improved
   9 M NA

V335 Leisure time after work (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
   Missing Values: 9
   1  Significantly worse
   2  Somewhat worse
   3  No change
   4  Somewhat improved
   5  Significantly improved
   9 M NA

V336 Reliable information about events in this country and in the world (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
   Missing Values: 9
   1  Significantly worse
   2  Somewhat worse
   3  No change
   4  Somewhat improved
   5  Significantly improved
   9 M NA

V337 Conditions for raising children (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
   Missing Values: 9
   1  Significantly worse
   2  Somewhat worse
   3  No change
   4  Somewhat improved
   5  Significantly improved
   9 M NA
V338 Freedom to express views (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
Missing Values: 9

1  Significantly worse
2  Somewhat worse
3  No change
4  Somewhat improved
5  Significantly improved
9 M  NA

V339 Opportunity to take part in cultural events (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
Missing Values: 9

1  Significantly worse
2  Somewhat worse
3  No change
4  Somewhat improved
5  Significantly improved
9 M  NA

V340 Environmental situation (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
Missing Values: 9

1  Significantly worse
2  Somewhat worse
3  No change
4  Somewhat improved
5  Significantly improved
9 M  NA

V341 Personal security (on the street, in public places) (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)
Missing Values: 9

1  Significantly worse
2  Somewhat worse
3  No change
4  Somewhat improved
5  Significantly improved
9 M  NA
V342 Protection from the whims of bureaucrats and bodies of power (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)

Missing Values: 9

1  Significantly worse
2  Somewhat worse
3  No change
4  Somewhat improved
5  Significantly improved
9 M  NA

V343 Guarantees of employment, security of employment (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE IN THE PAST YEAR?)

Missing Values: 9

1  Significantly worse
2  Somewhat worse
3  No change
4  Somewhat improved
5  Significantly improved
9 M  NA

V344 HOW FREQUENTLY THERE ARE CASES OF HOOLIGANISM AND ROBBERS IN YOURS MICRODISTRICT (IN AREA AROUND OF YOUR HOUSE)?

Missing Values: 8; 9

1  such cases happen rather frequently
2  such cases happen, but not frequently
3  such cases practically never happen
8 M  DK
9 M  NA

V345 IF THE UKRAINIAN GOVERNMENT APPROVED A DECISION WHICH ENCROACHED ON PEOPLE'S INTERESTS, WOULD YOU TAKE SOME KIND OF ACTION AGAINST THIS DECISION?

Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Yes, I would
2  No, I would not
8 M  DK / Difficult to answer
9 M  NA
V346 IF YOUR LOCAL GOVERNMENT APPROVED A SIMILAR DECISION WOULD YOU TAKE SOME KIND OF ACTION AGAINST THIS DECISION?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Yes, I would
2  No, I would not
8 M  DK / Difficult to answer
9 M  NA

V347 HOW DO YOU THINK, ARE MASS PROTEST ACTIONS AGAINST DETERIORATING LIVING CONDITIONS AND FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS POSSIBLE NOW IN YOUR CITY/RURAL AREA?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  yes, they are possible
2  unlikely
8 M  don’t know, difficult to answer
9 M  NA

V348 IF SUCH MEETINGS AND PROTEST DEMONSTRATION ARE HELD, WHETHER YOU PERSONALLY WILL PARTICIPATE THEM OR NOT?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  probably yes
2  probably no
8 M  DK / difficult to say
9 M  NA

V349 IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Participation in election campaigns
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V350 IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Collecting of signatures for a petition
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA
V351 IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Lawful meetings and demonstrations
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V352 IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Threatening a strike
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V353 IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Boycott (refusal to comply with the decisions of the administration and other bodies of power)
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA

V354 IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Unauthorized meetings and demonstrations
Missing Values: 9

0  no
1  yes
9 M  NA
V355  IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Unlawful strikes
   Missing Values: 9
       0  no
       1  yes
       9 M NA

V356  IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Hunger strikes
   Missing Values: 9
       0  no
       1  yes
       9 M NA

V357  IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Picketing of government offices
   Missing Values: 9
       0  no
       1  yes
       9 M NA

V358  IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Seizure of buildings
   Missing Values: 9
       0  no
       1  yes
       9 M NA
V359  IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Establishment of armed forces independent of Presidential and governmental control
   Missing Values: 9

   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA

V360  IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Other
   Missing Values: 9

   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA

V361  IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) None of these methods appear as an effective and admissible measure for me to adopt
   Missing Values: 9

   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA

V362  IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS WERE VIOLATED, WHAT MEANS AND MEASURES OF DEFENSE WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE SO EFFECTIVE AND ACCEPTABLE THAT YOU WOULD BE PERSONALLY PREPARED TO ADOPT THEM? (Select all appropriate responses) Difficult to answer
   Missing Values: 9

   0  no
   1  yes
   9 M  NA
V363  WHAT IS YOUR POSITION ON THE DEATH PENALTY - SHOULD IT BE LIFTED OR MORE WIDELY IMPLEMENTED?  
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  It should be abolished immediately  
2  Society should gradually move towards its removal  
3  Its use should remain at the current scale  
4  It should be more widely implemented  
8 M  DK / Difficult to answer  
9 M  NA

V364  Ukrainians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS... 
Missing Values: 9

1  Members of my family  
2  Close friends  
3  Neighbours  
4  Colleagues at work  
5  Residents of Ukraine  
6  Visitors to Ukraine  
7  I would not admit them at all to Ukraine  
9 M  NA

V365  Russians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS... 
Missing Values: 9

1  Members of my family  
2  Close friends  
3  Neighbours  
4  Colleagues at work  
5  Residents of Ukraine  
6  Visitors to Ukraine  
7  I would not admit them at all to Ukraine  
9 M  NA

V366  Belarussians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS... 
Missing Values: 9

1  Members of my family  
2  Close friends  
3  Neighbours  
4  Colleagues at work  
5  Residents of Ukraine  
6  Visitors to Ukraine  
7  I would not admit them at all to Ukraine  
9 M  NA
V367 Jews I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...

Missing Values: 9

1  Members of my family
2  Close friends
3  Neighbours
4  Colleagues at work
5  Residents of Ukraine
6  Visitors to Ukraine
7  I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9  M  NA

V368 Crimean Tatars I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...

Missing Values: 9

1  Members of my family
2  Close friends
3  Neighbours
4  Colleagues at work
5  Residents of Ukraine
6  Visitors to Ukraine
7  I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9  M  NA

V369 Gypsies I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...

Missing Values: 9

1  Members of my family
2  Close friends
3  Neighbours
4  Colleagues at work
5  Residents of Ukraine
6  Visitors to Ukraine
7  I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9  M  NA

V370 Poles I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...

Missing Values: 9

1  Members of my family
2  Close friends
3  Neighbours
4  Colleagues at work
5  Residents of Ukraine
6  Visitors to Ukraine
7  I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9  M  NA
V371 Romanians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
   Missing Values: 9

   1 Members of my family
   2 Close friends
   3 Neighbours
   4 Colleagues at work
   5 Residents of Ukraine
   6 Visitors to Ukraine
   7 I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
   9 M NA

V372 Hungarians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
   Missing Values: 9

   1 Members of my family
   2 Close friends
   3 Neighbours
   4 Colleagues at work
   5 Residents of Ukraine
   6 Visitors to Ukraine
   7 I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
   9 M NA

V373 Georgians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
   Missing Values: 9

   1 Members of my family
   2 Close friends
   3 Neighbours
   4 Colleagues at work
   5 Residents of Ukraine
   6 Visitors to Ukraine
   7 I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
   9 M NA

V374 Moldovans I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
   Missing Values: 9

   1 Members of my family
   2 Close friends
   3 Neighbours
   4 Colleagues at work
   5 Residents of Ukraine
   6 Visitors to Ukraine
   7 I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
   9 M NA
V375  Serbs I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
Missing Values: 9

1 Members of my family
2 Close friends
3 Neighbours
4 Colleagues at work
5 Residents of Ukraine
6 Visitors to Ukraine
7 I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9 M NA

V376  Turks I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
Missing Values: 9

1 Members of my family
2 Close friends
3 Neighbours
4 Colleagues at work
5 Residents of Ukraine
6 Visitors to Ukraine
7 I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9 M NA

V377  Slovaks I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
Missing Values: 9

1 Members of my family
2 Close friends
3 Neighbours
4 Colleagues at work
5 Residents of Ukraine
6 Visitors to Ukraine
7 I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9 M NA

V378  Germans I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
Missing Values: 9

1 Members of my family
2 Close friends
3 Neighbours
4 Colleagues at work
5 Residents of Ukraine
6 Visitors to Ukraine
7 I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9 M NA
V379 Americans I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
Missing Values: 9

1. Members of my family
2. Close friends
3. Neighbours
4. Colleagues at work
5. Residents of Ukraine
6. Visitors to Ukraine
7. I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9 M NA

V380 Ukrainians that live out of Ukraine I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBER OF THIS NATIONALITY AS...
Missing Values: 9

1. Members of my family
2. Close friends
3. Neighbours
4. Colleagues at work
5. Residents of Ukraine
6. Visitors to Ukraine
7. I would not admit them at all to Ukraine
9 M NA

V381 Ukrainians IN THE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YEAR ENCOUNTERED CASES OF DISCRIMINATION (VIOLATION OF RIGHTS AND INTERESTS) AGAINST ...?
Missing Values: 9

1. Yes
2. No
9 M NA

V382 Russians IN THE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YEAR ENCOUNTERED CASES OF DISCRIMINATION (VIOLATION OF RIGHTS AND INTERESTS) AGAINST ...?
Missing Values: 9

1. Yes
2. No
9 M NA

V383 Jews IN THE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YEAR ENCOUNTERED CASES OF DISCRIMINATION (VIOLATION OF RIGHTS AND INTERESTS) AGAINST ...?
Missing Values: 9

1. Yes
2. No
9 M NA
**V384** Other nationalities IN THE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YEAR ENCOUNTERED CASES OF DISCRIMINATION (VIOLATION OF RIGHTS AND INTERESTS) AGAINST ...?

Missing Values: 9

1. Yes
2. No
9 M NA

**V385** IN YOUR OPINION, DO YOU THINK IT IS BETTER TO SUFFER ECONOMIC HARDSHIPS FOR THE SAKE OF ORDER, PEACE, AND ACCORD IN THE COUNTRY OR TO COME OUT ON THE STREETS AND PROTEST WHEN LIVING CONDITIONS SERIOUSLY DETERIORATE?

Missing Values: 8; 9

1. No, it is necessary to preserve order, peace and accord at any cost
3. Yes, it is better to actively protest against deteriorating living conditions
8 M DK / Difficult to answer
9 M NA

**V386** HOW MANY TIMES IN THE PAST YEAR DID YOU CHANGE YOUR PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT

Missing Values: 9

1. Did not change
2. Once
3. More than once
4. I am not employed
9 M NA

**V387** DO YOU CURRENTLY WORK IN THE PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SECTOR?

Missing Values: 9

1. Public sector
2. Private sector
3. In both sectors
4. I am not employed
9 M NA
V388 HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH YOUR CURRENT JOB?
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Completely unsatisfied
2  Somewhat unsatisfied
4  Somewhat satisfied
5  Completely satisfied
6  I am currently not working
8 M  DK / Difficult to say
9 M  NA

V389 NAME YOUR OCCUPATION
Missing Values: 99

1  Professional politician, head of a state department
2  Director (deputy director) of an enterprise, collective or state farm
3  Public administration official
4  Technical specialist with a higher or specialized secondary education
5  Specialist in a branch of science, culture, health care, public education, pre-school education (with a higher or specialized secondary education)
6  Law enforcement officer or serviceman in the army
7  Entrepreneur in a large or medium sized business
8  Owner of a small business, work for a business person
9  Support staff
10  Skilled worker
11  Technical worker
12  Collective or state farm employee
13  Farmer
14  Student
15  Non-working pensioner
16  Homemaker
17  I have no permanent place of employment but earn income
18  Unemployed and no source of income
19  Other
99 M  NA

V390 MEMBERSHIP IN A RELIGIOUS CONFESSION
Missing Values: 8; 9

1  Not religious
2  Ukrainian Orthodox (Kyiv Patriarchate)
3  Ukrainian Orthodox (Moscow Patriarchate)
4  Greek-Catholic
5  Ukrainian Autocephalous Church
6  Other
8 M  DK / Difficult to answer
9 M  NA
**V391 SEX**
Missing Values: 9

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V392 AGE**
Missing Values: 999

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>39'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**V393 YOUR FAMILY STATUS**  
Missing Values: 9

1  Single  
2  Married  
3  Divorced  
4  Widower  
9 M NA

**V394 NUMBER OF CHILDREN**  
Missing Values: 99

0  0  
1  1  
2  2  
3  3  
4  4  
5  5  
6  6  
7  7  
8  8  
9  9  
10  10 and more  
99 M NA

**V395 HOW MANY CHILDREN UNDER 18 ?**  
Missing Values: 99

0  0  
1  1  
2  2  
3  3  
4  4  
5  5  
6  6  
7  7  
8  8  
9  9  
10  10 and more  
99 M NA
V396  How many children 18 years old and older?
Missing Values: 99

0 0
1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
6 6
7 7
8 8
9 9
10 10 and more
99 M NA

V397  YOUR EDUCATION
Missing Values: 9

1 Primary or incomplete secondary
2 General secondary
3 Specialized secondary
4 Incomplete higher
5 Higher
9 M NA

V398  YOUR NATIONALITY
Missing Values: 9

1 Ukrainian
2 Russian
3 other
9 M NA

V399  ARE YOUR PARENTS OF THE SAME NATIONALITY?
Missing Values: 9

1 yes
2 no
9 M NA

V400  IS YOUR HUSBAND (OR WIFE) OF THE SAME NATIONALITY?
Missing Values: 9

1 yes
2 no
3 I am not married
9 M NA
V401 WHAT IS YOUR NATIVE LANGUAGE?
Missing Values: 9

1 Ukrainian
2 Russian
3 other
9 M NA

V402 WHAT LANGUAGE IS SPOKEN BY YOUR FAMILY?
Missing Values: 9

1 Only Ukrainian
2 Only Russian
3 Other
4 One of two or more languages depending on the circumstances
9 M NA

V403 WHERE DO YOU LIVING NOW?
Missing Values: 9

1 Kyiv
2 Large city with population over 250 000
3 Small city
4 Village
9 M NA

V404 IN WHICH OBLAST (REGION) OF UKRAINE DO YOU RESIDE?
Missing Values: 99

1 Vinnytsya
2 Volyn
3 Dnipropetrovsk
4 Donetsk
5 Zhytomyr
6 Transcarpathia
7 Zaporizhzhya
8 Ivano-Frankivsk
9 Kyiv (excl. Kyiv City)
10 Kyiv
11 Kirovohrad
12 Crimea
13 Luhansk
14 Lviv
15 Mykolayiv
16 Odesa
17 Poltava
18 Rivne
19 Sumy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview number (ID)</th>
<th>9999 M NA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>99 M NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGE OF THE INTERVIEW</td>
<td>9 M NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Interview number (ID)**: 
  - 9999 M NA

- **Region**: 
  - Kyiv city
  - North
  - Center
  - North-East
  - North-West
  - South-East
  - West
  - South-West
  - South
  - Crimea
  - East
  - 99 M NA

- **LANGUAGE OF THE INTERVIEW**: 
  - Ukrainian
  - Russian
  - 9 M NA
## List of Variables

| V1 | ZA Studynumber |
| V2 | m1. HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CURRENT ECONOMIC SITUATION IN UK |
| V3 | m2. WHAT ECONOMIC SITUATION IN THE COUNTRY WOULD YOU PREFER? |
| V4 | m3. WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION |
| V5 | m4. WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE BUSINESS |
| V6 | m5. WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PRIVATIZATION OF Land? |
| V7 | m6. WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PRIVATIZATION OF Large Enterprises |
| V8 | m7. WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PRIVATIZATION OF Small Enterprises |
| V9 | m8. IN YOUR OPINION, IS IT ACCEPTABLE TO ALLOW LAND TO BE BOUGHT AND SOLD |
| V10 | m9. WOULD YOU AGREE TO WORK FOR A PRIVATE COMPANY? |
| V11 | m10. IN WHAT DIRECTION WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE UKRAINE DEVELOP |
| V12 | m11. DO YOU THINK THAT PEOPLE CAN FREELY EXPRESS THEIR POLITICAL IDEAS |
| V13 | m12. POLITICAL FORCES TODAY ARE PRESENTLY DIVIDED INTO THOSE |
| V14 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Workers |
| V15 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Peasants |
| V16 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Intelligentsia |
| V17 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Businessmen |
| V18 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Managers of state enterprises |
| V19 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Officials from the state apparatus |
| V20 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Pensioners |
| V21 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Directors of collective farms |
| V22 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Politicians-democrats |
| V23 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Politicians-communists |
| V24 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Politicians-nationalists |
| V25 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Military men |
| V26 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Militiamen, security officers |
| V27 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Mafia, criminal elements |
| V28 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Others |
| V29 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF No one plays any role |
| V30 | m13. IN YOUR OPINION, WHICH OF Difficult to answer |
| V31 | m14. How much trust do you have in FAMILY AND RELATIVES? |
| V32 | m15. How much trust do you have in YOURSELF? |
| V33 | m16. How much trust do you have in NEIGHBORS? |
| V34 | m17. How much trust do you have in FELLOW CITIZENS? |
| V35 | m18. How much trust do you have in GOD? |
| V36 | m19. How much trust do you have in COLLEAGUES? |
| V37 | m20. How much trust do you have in CHURCH AND CLERGY? |
| V38 | m21. How much trust do you have in ASTROLOGERS? |
| V39 | m22. How much trust do you have in MASS MEDIA (TV, RADIO, NEWS) |
| V40 | m23. How much trust do you have in MILITIA? |
| V41 | m24. How much trust do you have in COMMUNIST PARTY? |
| V42 | m25. How much trust do you have in POLITICAL PARTIES? |
| V43 | m26. How much trust do you have in RUKH? |
| V44 | m27. How much trust do you have in NATIONALISTS? |
| V45 | m28. How much trust do you have in VERKHOVNA RADA (PARLIAMENT)? |
| V46 | m29. How much trust do you have in ARMED FORCES? |
| V47 | m30. How much trust do you have in GOVERNMENT? |
| V48 | m31. How much trust do you have in PRESIDENT? |
| V49 | m32. How much trust do you have in PRIVATE ENTREPRENEURS? |
| V50 | m33. How much trust do you have in LARGE STATE ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT? |
V51 m34. How much trust do you have in TRADE UNIONS (TRADITIONAL
V52 m35. How much trust do you have in NEW TRADE UNIONS?
V53 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Club
V54 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Political party
V55 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Public-political movement
V56 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Ecological movement
V57 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Public organization, foundati
V58 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Professional union, associati
V59 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Artistic union
V60 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Sports club, society
V61 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Trade union (except tradition
V62 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Student society, youth organi
V63 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Religious organization, churc
V64 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Farmers’ unions
V65 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_Other organization, union, mo
V66 m36. OF WHICH CIVIC OR POLITIC_I am not a member of any civi
V67 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Morning exercises and sports
V68 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Jogging, walking
V69 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Swimming, exercises in a fitn
V70 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Traveling to the countryside
V71 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Excursions
V72 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Attending sports events (as a
V73 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Movie-going
V74 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Attending theaters, concerts,
V75 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Visiting friends
V76 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Receiving guests in your home
V77 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Visiting a restaurant, cafe o
V78 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Writing letters
V79 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Holding down extra jobs, addi
V80 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Public work
V81 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Spending time in a library
V82 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Reading fiction
V83 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Attending amateur clubs, cour
V84 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Artistic activity (composing
V85 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Home crafts (sewing, knitting
V86 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Listening to music (records,
V87 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Attending a service (at a chu
V88 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Spending time with children (V89 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Playing table games (chess, c
V90 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Computer games
V91 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Shopping (excluding food stor
V92 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Visiting a goods market as a
V93 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Visiting a goods market as a
V94 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Watching TV
V95 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Listening to the radio
V96 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Reading newspapers
V97 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Plain rest without any activi
V98 m37. THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST O_Other
V99 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Rayon (district) newspapers
V100 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_City, oblast (regional) newsp
V101 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Holos Ukrainy
V102 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Nezavisimost
V103 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Silski visti
V104 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Slovo, Holos Natsiyi
V105 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Pravda Ukrainy
V106 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Robitnycha Trybuna
V107 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Literaturna Ukraina
V108 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Nasha Respublika
V109 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Kiyevskiy Vedomosti
V110 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Demokratychna Ukraina
V111 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Interesnaya Gazeta, Anekdot,B
V112 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Uryadovy Kurier
V113 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Vseukrainskie Vedomosti
V114 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Zerkalo Nedeli
V115 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Den'
V116 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Fakty i Kommentarii
V117 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Other national publications
V118 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Trud, Rossiyyskaya Gazeta
V119 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Izvestiya, Komsomolskaya Prav
V120 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Pravda, Sovietskaya Rossiya
V121 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_Other Russian newspapers
V122 m38. WHAT NEWSPAPERS DID YOU R_During the last week I read n
V123 m39. TO WHAT EXTENT ARE YOU INTERESTED IN POLITICS?
V124 m40. ARE THERE POLITICAL LEADERS IN UKRAINE CAPABLE OF EFFEC
V125 m42. DO YOU AGREE WITH THE IDEA THAT A FEW STRONG LEADERS CO
V126 m43. IN YOUR OPINION, DOES UKRAINE NEED A MULTIPARTY SYSTEM?
V127 m44. ARE THERE CURRENTLY POLITICAL PARTIES AND MOVEMENTS IN
V128 m46. Within the political arena separate, more-or-less indep
V129 m47. DID YOU PARTICIPATE IN VERKHOVNA RADA (PARLIAMENT) ELEC
V130 m48. FOR WHAT POLITICAL PARTY OR BLOCK DID YOU VOTE?
V131 Communist Party of Ukraine (P.Symonenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVA
V132 Socialist Party of Ukraine (A.Moroz) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUAT
V133 Progressive Socialist Party of Ukraine (N.Vitrenko) - HOW WO
V134 Peasant's Party of Ukraine (A.Tkachenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVA
V135 People's Rukh of Ukraine (G.Udovenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUA
V136 People's Rukh of Ukraine (Yu.Kostenko) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALU
V137 People's-Democratic Party (V.Pustovoytenko) - HOW WOULD YO
V138 Social-Democratic Party (united) (V.Medvedchuk) - HOW WOULD
V139 Green Party of Ukraine (V.Kononov) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE
V140 Party 'Reforms and Order' (V.Pynzenyk) - HOW WOULD YOU EVALU
V141 All-Ukrainian union 'Hromada' (P.Lazarenko) - HOW WOULD YO
V142 m49. WOULD YOU SAY THAT THE DEPUTY ELECTED IN YOUR DISTRICT
V143 m50. Did you vote on the election of the President in 1994?
V144 m51. Remember please, for whom did you vote?
V145 m52. WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THE PRESIDENT L.KUCHMA ACTIONS?
V146 m53. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOU_The President should head the
V147 m53. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOU_The President should share po
V148 m53. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOU_The President should only be
V149 m53. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOU_The position of President is
V150 m53. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOU_Difficult to answer
V151 m54. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT SHOULD BE THE FIRST PRIORITY IN T
V152 m55. How would you evaluate activity of L.Kuchma as the Pres
V153 m56. How would you evaluate activity of B.Yeltsin as the Pre
V154 m57. How would you evaluate activity of A.Lukashenko as the
V155  m58. How would you evaluate activity of W.Klinton as the Pre
V156  *1. In case election of the President will be next weekend,
V157  *1a. Is this your final decision?
V158  *2. For whom you will never vo_N.Vitrenko
V159  *2. For whom you will never vo_Yu. Kostenko
V160  *2. For whom you will never vo_L.Kuchma
V161  *2. For whom you will never vo_E.Marchuk
V162  *2. For whom you will never vo_A.Moroz
V163  *2. For whom you will never vo_P.Symonenko
V164  *2. For whom you will never vo_A.Tkachenko
V165  *2. For whom you will never vo_G.Udovenko
V166  *2. For whom you will never vo_difficult to answer
V167  *3. Look, please on this list of names. Who has the best cha
V168  *4. In case this two candidates will be in the ballot on the
V169  *5. In case this two candidates will be in the ballot on the
V170  *6. In case this two candidates will be in the ballot on the
V171  *7. In case this two candidates will be in the ballot on the
V172  *8. In case this two candidates will be in the ballot on the
V173  *9. In case this two candidates will be in the ballot on the
V174  m59. HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE IN GENERAL THE POLITICAL SITUATI
V175  m60. HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE IN GENERAL THE POLITICAL SITUATI
V176  m61. WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD THE IDEA IF UKRAINE JOIN T
V177  m62. DO YOU THINK THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE SHOULD BE AN OFFICIAL
V178  m63. ARE YOU GENERALLY SATISFIED WITH YOUR PRESENT POSITION
V179  m64. HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH WHAT YOU RECEIVE FROM SOCIET
V180  m65. HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIETY
V181  m66. IN YOUR OPINION, ON WHAT DOES YOUR LIFE PREDOMINANTLY D
V182  m67. ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR LIFE IN GENERAL?
V183  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_increasing of criminality
V184  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_unempoyment
V185  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_attack of the external enemy
V186  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_interethnic conflicts
V187  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_stop of the production becaus
V188  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_returning to the old order
V189  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_starvation
V190  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_mass street disorders
V191  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_rise in prices
V192  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_dictatorship of the democrats
V193  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_Disintegration of Ukraine on
V194  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_Consequences of accident on t
V195  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_Cold in apartments
V196  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_something else? _____
V197  m68. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT PEO_they are afraid of nothing se
V198  m69. HOW YOU CONSIDER, WHAT FROM THE STATEMENTS GIVEN BELOW
V199  m70. HOW YOU CONSIDER, WITHIN THE NEAREST YEAR OUR LIFE MORE
V200  m71. WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ABOUT YOUR MOOD LAST DAYS?
V201  m72. Imagine a staircase with people on it. Those in the low
V202  m73. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to live in ne
V203  m74. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Good health
V204  m75. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Good work
V205  m76. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Necessary clothing
V206  m77. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Good housing
m78. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Contemporary economic
m79. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Confidence in my own
m80. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Necessary medical ass
m81. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Fashionable, beautifu
m82. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Basic furniture
m83. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Contemporary politica
m84. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Resolve in pursuing m
m85. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Legal protection for
m86. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to have an ad
m87. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to have a sec
m88. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to buy the mo
m89. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Initiative and indepe
m90. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Adequate leisure time
m91. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Opportunity to work t
m92. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Opportunity to eat ac
m93. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Protection from crime
m94. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Leaders fit to lead t
m95. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ability to draw on ow
m96. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Kind and sympathetic
m97. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Fair evaluation of pe
m98. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Ecological security
m99. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Observance of human r
m100. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Confidence that ther
m101. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Education
m102. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Norms and values to
m103. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Political freedoms (,
m105. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Knowlege of the Ukra
m106. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Happiness in family l
m107. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Automobile
m108. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Contemporary scienti
m109. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Stability in country
m110. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY State protection fro
m111. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Political ideals tha
m112. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Mutual understanding
m113. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Loved ones
m114. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Garden plot
m115. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Information about ch
m116. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOU SUFFICIENTLY Confidence that situ
m118. WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT YOUR GENERAL HEALTH CONDITION?
m119. DO YOU SUFFER FROM ANY CHRONIC ILLNESSES?
m120. HOW MANY TIMES IN THE LAST YEAR DID YOU CATCH A COLD O
m123. HOW MANY DAYS (APPROXIMATELY) IN THE LAST YEAR WERE YO
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Serious illness or operation
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Serious illness of a close re
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_A suicidal state
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Loss of job, forced unemploym
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Suffered from some crime (the
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Severe financial difficulties
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Felt helpless before the powe
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Loss of large sum of money th
m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Required help of the court, j
V259 m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Loss of social optimism, that
V260 m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Disappointment in people, enc
V261 m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Loss of belief in my own powe
V262 m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Serious conflicts with my sur
V263 m124. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Other stressful situations
V264 m125. IN YOUR OPINION, DID THE CONSEQUENCES OF CHORNOBYL AFF
V265 m126. TO WHAT EXTENT ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR QUALITY OF
V266 m127. DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE RE_No
V267 m127. DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE RE_Yes, outside the former Sovie
V268 m127. DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE RE_Yes, in Russia
V269 m127. DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE RE_Yes, in another republics of
V270 m129. WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEAVE THE VILLAGE/CITY WHERE YOU CUR
V271 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Environmental conditions harm
V272 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Desire to find a new job
V273 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_In connection with training o
V274 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Desire to move closer to my r
V275 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Desire to return to my homela
V276 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Desire to change climate
V277 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Fear of ethnic conflicts
V278 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Simply want to change place o
V279 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Because of language obstacles
V280 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_Other causes
V281 m130. WHAT FACTORS WOULD ENCO_I do not wish to leave the pl
V282 m131. IF YOU DECIDE TO LEAVE YOUR CURRENT PLACE OF RESIDENCE
V283 m132. ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR LIVING CONDITIONS?
V284 m133. WHAT ARE YOUR FAMILY'S LIVING CONDITIONS?
V285 m134. HOW MANY ROOMS YOUR FAMILY HAS?
V286 m135. HOW MANY MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY (including yourself) L
V287 m136. HOW MANY PEOPLE (including yourself) LIVE TOGETHER IN
V288 m137. DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APAR_Cold water
V289 m137. DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APAR_Hot water (gas hot water heat
V290 m137. DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APAR_Plumbing (toilet)
V291 m137. DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APAR_Central heating
V292 m137. DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APAR_Phone
V293 m137. DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR APAR_Gas or electric stove
V294 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Summer home
V295 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Orchard or garden plot
V296 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Automobile
V297 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Color television
V298 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_New (or fashionable, quality)
V299 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Library (over 100 books)
V300 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Stereo and video equipment
V301 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Tape recorder, transistor rad
V302 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Sporting, tourist, hunting an
V303 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Refrigerator
V304 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Washing machine
V305 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Sewing machine
V306 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Fashionable (expensive) cloth
V307 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Profit from participation in
V308 m138. PLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF_Securities (shares in enterpr
V309 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_Hens
V311 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_Goose, ducks, turkeys
V312 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_Fur animals (rabbit, mink etc
V313 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_Goats
V314 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_Sheep
V315 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_Pigs
V316 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_Cows
V317 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_Horses
V318 m139. DO YOU HAVE AT YOUR COUN_I do not have a country (seco
V319 m140. HOW WOULD YOU EVALUATE THE MATERIAL LEVEL OF YOUR FAMI
V320 m141. IF YOU HAVE A SECOND (PRIVATE) INCOME, IS IT USUALLY M
V321 m142. TO WHICH INCOME GROUP DO YOU THINK YOU BELONG?
V322 m143. WHAT WAS YOUR SALARY (STIPEND, PENSION) LAST MONTH? (U
V323 m144. WHETHER YOU HAVE RECEIVED WAGES (STIPEND, PENSION) FOR
V324 m145. IS THERE SOME ARREAR OF SALARY, STIPEND OR PENSION?
V325 m146. There is arrear for ... months
V326 m147. HOW DO YOU THINK, WHO SHOULD BEAR THE BASIC RESPONSIBI
V327 m148. WHAT WAS THE AVERAGE INCOME (PER PERSON) IN YOUR FAMIL
V328 m149. HOW DO YOU THINK, WHAT MONTHLY INCOME (PER PERSON) PRO
V329 m150. WHAT MONTHLY INCOME (PER PERSON) CAN PROVIDE NORMAL LI
V330 m151. HOW DO YOU THINK, AT WHAT MONTHLY AVERAGE INCOME (PER
V331 m152. HOW DO YOU THINK, AT WHAT MONTHLY AVERAGE INCOME (PER
V332 m153. Material conditions of family (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE
V333 m154. Medical services (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES IN Y
V334 m155. Vacation conditions (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANGES I
V335 m156. Leisure time after work (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANG
V336 m157. Reliable information about events in this country and
V337 m158. Conditions for raising children (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE T
V338 m159. Freedom to express views (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHAN
V339 m160. Opportunity to take part in cultural events (HOW DO YO
V340 m161. Environmental situation (HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THE CHANG
V341 m162. Personal security (on the street, in public places) (H
V342 m163. Protection from the whims of bureaucrats and bodies of
V343 m164. Guarantees of employment, security of employment
V344 m165.HOW FREQUENTLY THERE ARE CASES OF HOOLIGANISM AND ROBBER
V345 m166. IF THE UKRAINIAN GOVERNMENT APPROVED A DECISION WHICH
V346 m167. IF YOUR LOCAL GOVERNMENT APPROVED A SIMILAR DECISION W
V347 m168. HOW DO YOU THINK, ARE MASS PROTEST ACTIONS AGAINST DET
V348 m169. IF SUCH MEETINGS AND PROTEST DEMONSTRATION ARE HELD,
V349 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Participation in election cam
V350 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Collecting of signatures for
V351 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Lawful meetings and demonstra
V352 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Threatening a strike
V353 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Boycott (refusal to comply wi
V354 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Unauthorized meetings and dem
V355 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Unlawful strikes
V356 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Hunger strikes
V357 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Picketing of government offic
V358 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Seizure of buildings
V359 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Establishment of armed forces
V360 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Other
V361 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_None of these methods appear
V362 m170. IF YOUR RIGHTS AND INTER_Difficult to answer
V363  m171. WHAT IS YOUR POSITION ON THE DEATH PENALTY - SHOULD IT
V364  mm1. Ukrainians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V365  mm2. Russians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V366  mm3. Belarussians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V367  mm4. Jews I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS
V368  mm5. Crimean Tatars I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V369  mm6. Gypsies I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS
V370  mm7. Poles I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS
V371  mm8. Romanians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V372  mm9. Hungarians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V373  mm10. Georgians I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V374  mm11. Moldovans I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V375  mm12. Serbs I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS
V376  mm13. Turks I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY AS
V377  mm14. Slovaks I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V378  mm15. Germans I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V379  mm16. Americans I AGREE TO ACCEPT MEMBERS OF THIS NATIONALITY
V380  mm17. Ukrainians that live out of Ukraine I AGREE TO ACCEPT
V381  m172. Ukrainians IN THE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YEAR ENCOUNTERED
V382  m173. Russians IN THE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YEAR ENCOUNTERED CASES
V383  m174. Jews IN THE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YEAR ENCOUNTERED CASES
V384  m175. Other nationalities IN THE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YEAR ENCOUNTERED CASES
V385  m177. IN YOUR OPINION, DO YOU THINK IT IS BETTER TO SUFFER
V386  m178. HOW MANY TIMES IN THE PAST YEAR DID YOU CHANGE YOUR PL
V387  m179. DO YOU CURRENTLY WORK IN THE PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SECTOR?
V388  m180. HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH YOUR CURRENT JOB?
V389  m181. NAME YOUR OCCUPATION
V390  m184. MEMBERSHIP IN A RELIGIOUS CONFESSION
V391  m185. SEX
V392  m186. AGE
V393  m187. YOUR FAMILY STATUS
V394  m188. NUMBER OF CHILDREN
V395  m189. HOW MANY CHILDREN UNDER 18 ?
V396  m190. How many children 18 years old and older?
V397  m191. YOUR EDUCATION
V398  m192. YOUR NATIONALITY
V399  m193. ARE YOUR PARENTS OF THE SAME NATIONALITY?
V400  m194. IS YOUR HUSBAND (OR WIFE) OF THE SAME NATIONALITY?
V401  m195. WHAT IS YOUR NATIVE LANGUAGE?
V402  m196. WHAT LANGUAGE IS SPOKEN BY YOUR FAMILY?
V403  m197. WHERE DO YOU LIVING NOW?
V404  m198. IN WHICH OBLAST (REGION) OF UKRAINE DO YOU RESIDE?
V405  Interview number (ID)
V406  Region
V407  LANGUAGE OF THE INTERVIEW